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(1.A) 

 

The one to the other 

"those emblematic marks." Pocks toward pockets. Paneling and glints of glimmer on your  
face. The face 
a citadel. A concave city. Not a hunger 
strike. Not a stymie. The faces of a swelling. The stances 
within a chosen prison. Form. A prison. A prison and how 

do we plan 

to prism it? 

 

 

 

  



 

(1.B) 

Treading ymm (sea). Having entered 
the menstrual cult on the level of the meta. To be mother and mistress. Asherah 
had dual identities. Not detectable and making detectable. It was true 
that a discipline of some sort would be required in order to get there. There was no 
back to. There could be no backwards. You can't sing backwards. Sexually 
determined aritfactual and textual girth. The impassioned study of fluids and what affects them. 
Alert 
me by way of an unending vertigo. After eternal hours of labor was born. Extreme 
exertions feel 
not only natural but necessary. In order to pull 
saline coins from a spinning. 

 

  



 

(2.A) 

Dear TT, 

I went up onto the cliff again this weekend to photograph. I did this as a favor for you. To 
progress the image. It was warm out even though there was still snow 

left on the ground. The light flitting(b/c we were not close enough to dusk for dark to begin to 
take over yet, but we were also not far enough from impending dusk 

for the light to have been sensory-ly total) and it was important that in that filmic performance I 
kept feeling drawn to the slit in the rock. Maybe that is where 

our next book is hidden? Why are some things that are awaiting (future) hidden from us in the 
current? My hand in the slit again and again 

like an act of impregnating but by mudra and not by erection.   

 

 



 

(2.B) 

A poppet valve becomes a hybrid rose becomes 
inertia's relation to squelch-less. The lover's mouth is unconditional 
stimulus. Rivens. Popping me into the angular aspects of your face as you thrum 

there. Here 

by hearing. By propulsion. By visualizing the gusts caught ilike cauls under the arms of flying 
ravens. 
By tendering the medium. You become we.  The middle of me. Slurry position 
effecting value. 

 

 

 


